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AES Text Encryptor: An ad-free app to encrypt your text for complete security!

Download from Google playstore

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.aes.android

As its name implies, this app is for encrypting text. There are many situations in which one needs to encrypt some data, say some messages, notes, or passwords etc. The most widely used way to encrypt data is to change its form and format so that nobody understands what is written. This app does this basic encryption and has varied features.

What is AES and why is it so widely used? While one encrypts, one needs to ensure that we aren’t fooling ourselves by using a code that can easily be cracked. This false sense of security is more dangerous than aware vulnerability. This is where one realizes the importance of AES encryption.

Until the end of 1990s DES (Data Encryption Standard) was the most popular and widely used encryption algorithm, but with passage of time, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) of US realized that it will not be able to keep pace with fast-changing technology. Hence, the need to develop an encryption algorithm that could stand the test of time and rapid changes in technology was felt.

Rijndael, a cipher developed by Daemen and Rijmen was selected as the algorithm for AES encryption. Various competing ciphers were analyzed by the world cryptographic community at large. Five ciphers were shortlisted by NIST in August 1999. Extensive analysis was carried out on these five ciphers. They were tested for reliability, vulnerability, versatility and speed, among other criteria. In October 2000, Rijndael was accepted as the algorithm for AES encryption by NIST. This encryption is widely used by the US government for protecting classified information.

You can learn more about AES from https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/fips/fips197/fips-197.pdf

Why is a long password preferred? AES is a single-key or symmetric algorithm. This means that the same key is used to encrypt and decrypt. What you encrypt using a password at one end will be decrypted using the same password. Asymmetric algorithms use one key to encrypt and another key to decrypt data.

In AES encryption, it is the password itself holds the security of your data. We do not know how the encryption works, nor can an outsider decrypt it as the AES encryption is so strong. But, if the password is known, then our encrypted info can easily be decrypted. Hence, using a long password is suggested, for assured security.

Why encrypt at all? Most of us use our mobiles for communication now days, both personal and professional. As time goes by, we are bound to be more and more dependent on our mobiles for all sorts of transactions. In fact, our mobiles are now becoming an extension of ourselves, too personalized. This personalization is surely for our own comforts, but it makes us vulnerable to cyber invasion in ways we could not have imagined before. To fight all sorts of technological threats to ourselves, awareness is the key. Once we know the threats, we will find a way to fight them. For example, some malware, Trojans or viruses can enter our mobiles and leak info to hackers or invaders, without our slight knowledge, leave alone permission. Besides, there is always threat of theft of information through humans. If not all this, then there are bound to be people around us who intentionally or unintentionally peep into our mobiles. Not only is it an invasion of privacy, but it can also be unsafe for us too, at times. So, encrypting your sensitive data is a must if we have to keep pace with today’s times.

Features of the App and Benefits

Do you think this app is not meant for you? I bet you will be surprised to know how useful it can be to you! You’ll relate the benefits to your routine and realize how it can save the day for you. It’s just very basic: Encode any info that you need to save or communicate secretly. Remember that the app merely encrypts, but you can save the encrypted data (which you can optionally lock with a password) in a separate file. This file can be used in various situations after you decrypt the required info. This is akin to carrying a safe vault with yourself that is locked with a password that only you carry in your mind. You can…

	Encrypt important documents and files for reference.
	Save important contact numbers.
	Save your bank details or credit card details for quick reference on mobiles.
	Send important encrypted files over an unsafe network.
	Send encrypted messages via any tech medium.
	Send official/classified information or documents.
	When there is a lot of travelling to do, one can keep a softcopy of data handy instead of carrying hard copies, which need more safety.
	Transaction details and sensitive spreadsheets for those on field jobs.


If used with wisdom, this app gives you more safety with your mobile. In case you need to lend your mobile to someone or it gets into wrong hands, your data is password protected and hence safe.

You can encrypt lengthy text also comfortably and quickly.

The most remarkable feature of the app: You must be thinking it is the ability of the app to encrypt and its ease of use that is remarkable. But for us, who have created the app, security of your data comes first. You will note that the app is totally ad-free and it does not take any permissions while installing. When the app does not access any secure data on your mobile, it cannot possibly be a security threat. This for us, is the most significant feature of the app.

Where all can you use this app? Primarily, it can be used on your mobiles and tablets. Secondly, it can also be used on your PCs. This added flexibility makes the app very very useful in our daily lives.

The app is simple, the interface is self-explanatory. It’s an ad-free app with absolutely no pop-up irritant.

It’s an offline app. It does not require Internet connection to encrypt. You could need internet to send messages though, but encryption is done offline.

 How to use this app?

Installing the app is the first step.
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 Then you type in the text that you need to encrypt and click the ‘encrypt’ tab. The text gets encrypted in the box at the bottom. It appears as an alphanumeric string with special characters too.

 [image: ]

 You can also paste the text that you want to encrypt, instead of typing it. ‘Copy’ and ‘clear’ tabs are also handy here.

You can then secure this encrypted message with a password. The password should be at least 6 chars long with at least one of each a digit, an uppercase letter, a lower case letter and a symbol from @#$%.

 [image: ]

This combination in the password has been introduced so that you are able to keep your messages secure perforce.
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 Though the AES encryption algorithm is very secure, your password determines whether it can be cracked or not.

 The encrypted text can be copied, saved or shared as per your need.
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 If you have to share the encrypted text, you can do so from your mobile through WhatsApp, SMS, email etc. The text can be decrypted at the other end through the same app and by applying the same password as you used to encrypt the text. A password ensures double security. The best combination would be to send your message through one means of sharing and the password through another.

It is as simple as that!

You can copy the encrypted text wherever you need to keep your info safely, say in some folder or notepad. This can be done for saving your sensitive data for quick reference. The data can be readily decrypted in the app whenever you need it.

 Ours is an Open source software and we do not charge you for it. All we ask for is constructive feedback to help us improve our innovations. We do try to work upon the suggestions we receive.

If you intend to use the desktop versions of this app for Windows and Linux, you can send an email to us. We’d be glad to respond.

🔥📱 Сhoose the best betting apps in India 🇮🇳

You will have to look at the reputation of the bookmaker and the sports available to bet on their platform. In addition, you should look for an app that works smoothly and will allow you to do betting without much trouble. There are many betting apps in India that you can install and get fair betting services:

	Indibet app offers solid betting and gambling services that you will not have any trouble with. Many gambling games and betting sports are available on the platform that you can use. So you will not get bored using their app and will have a great time while betting on the Indibet app. Moreover, the app interface is easy to use with good looks.
	Users have more chances of winning when they can place multiple bets at Melbet India. There is no difference between their official app and website. When you download Melbet apk on your Android device, you will be able to access all betting markets and other betting options. Sportsbooks available at their app include cricket, F1 racing, football, boxing, ice hockey, MMA, basketball and many more.
	4Rabet app is one of the famous betting platforms in India. Moreover, the services provided by 4rabet are one of the best you can get. In addition, you may even have known the 4rabet from various advertisements. The authorities of Curacao license the 4rabet platform. The 4rabet app offers more than 40 sports to bet on with an excellent app interface.
	10Cric app is a well-known platform in India, and many people are already using its services in India. In addition, many Indians are fans of cricket and want to place bets on cricket. Therefore, 10cric is the best option out there to do betting on cricket. Moreover, the platform is safe and secure, and its app has one of the best interfaces you can find for betting. There are more than 60000 sports betting events with many betting options. In addition, you can download the 10cric app India on android and iOS for betting.
	Parimatch app is well designed for Indian bettors. You can get a range of sports betting options and a vast amount of bonuses on the Parimatch app. Moreover, the Parimatch is one great platform you can use to do live betting. The Parimatch platform is safe and has been around since 1994
	Megapari is one of the new platforms but has been rapidly growing. There are many active users on the Megapari platform. Their app has an excellent interface that is well organized. You can use the Megapari app if you are looking for huge bonuses.
	If you have a sports betting habit, then you will certainly appreciate the Rajbets app. It offers a wide range of options for betting on sporting events, as well as casino games. The app is also a perfect way to watch live matches and broadcasts. You can even place in-game bets. This betting app is available for both Android and iOS devices. However, there are some special requirements that you must meet to enjoy all its features.
	Whether a user accesses the 1win bookmaker on a PC or even a phone, the design adjusts. Their app is really easy to use, and its customer service is excellent. Additionally, 1Win app provides favorable promos and respectable odds for cricket gambling. So, you need to undoubtedly look it up.
	To use the 1xBet app in India, you first need to download the application. You can get it from the official website or through a third-party source. However, some devices may not allow installation from unknown sources. The requirements to run 1xbet apk are Android 4.1 or above, 1Gb ram and 100MB Ram, a capable processor. If you have any doubts, you can contact support through phone or live chat.
	Bet365 app is a good option for Indian sports fans who want to place bets and take part in tournaments. It is easy to download and has a user-friendly layout. However, you will need to register before you can start playing. Bet365 apps come with a couple of interesting features. One of them is the fact that you can make payments using your phone. Another is the ability to watch live matches. This feature allows you to get a taste of the Bet365 India live casino without actually being at the premises.
	Fairplay app works best, fast and securely. The mobile app includes all of the website's functionality. You may use the Fairplay Club application to place bets, check the current odds, manage your account, stream. You also have opportunity place bets while playing! If you believe that a player replacement will influence the outcome of the game, you may adjust your wager.
	Betway Sports is an excellent sports app that offers users the opportunity to win big. It is also a useful tool for in-play betting. You can easily download it from the App Store or from the official Betway website. When you first sign up, you'll need to enter some personal information, including your name, address, and date of birth. Once you have completed these steps, you can start placing bets.
	In the world of online betting, MyBookie is an established brand. For players, they provide a mobile app in addition to a gambling website. If you want to place live bets, MyBookie is the application for you because it also offers in-play betting. In addition to all the main league sports, they also offer betting opportunities on politics, religions, rugby, weightlifting, and other topics. Up to $1,000 in deposit bonuses and 25% in reload bonuses are offered to new players.
	With few years of experience in the Indian market, ICCWIN has earned a reputation for being one of the popular bookmakers. Their app and website is easy to navigate with an intuitive design, making it a great choice for betting enthusiasts. With a wide selection of betting markets and competitive betting odds, ICCWIN app download required to get one of the most trusted new betting apps. Additionally, customers can also take advantage of their live betting section to make in-play bets on sports events as they happen.
	One of the most popular and well-known sportsbook apps for mobile devices is BetOnline. To put you in the thick of the action, BetOnline offers in-play betting options, similar to MyBookie. Additionally, the app offers re-bet options and high-limit wagers for users with significant bankrolls. When placing your first virtual sports bet, use the promo code to receive a $50 playtime bonus. You may play all of your favorite games via the app, including poker, blackjack, and roulette.
	The best mobile sportsbook and live casino games are both found at Bovada. Wagering is available on every major league football game as well as a few obscure sports. Sports, including beach volleyball, winter sports, futsal, table tennis, and more, are also available for wagering at Bovada. It is a quick, clear, and easy to use Bovada app. Up to $1,000 in deposit bonuses are offered to new players. To get the bonus today, use the promotional code. You can earn up to 200% on the initial deposit made by your referred friends.
	All in all, betting with Jeetwin is a great way to get the most out of your betting experience. With its wide range of betting options and attractive bonuses, it's easy to see why so many people trust Jeetwin when it comes to betting online. They offer betting on sports such as football, basketball, cricket, and more, making sure that everyone has something they can enjoy betting on. Download Jeetwin apk for Android and enjoy betting on your favorite sports from the comfort of your own home.
	SKY247 was established in 2018 as an online bookmaker and casino. SKY247 login is accessible from any mobile device, meaning you can place bets from anywhere. Both versions Android and iOS of application are always actual. The gambling selection includes betting on sports, an online casino and live casino games. Furthermore, SKY247 offers a variety of welcome bonuses and ongoing promotions, as well as 24/7 customer support.
	Those who are looking for a betting app to place their bets will find MarvelBet to be one of the best options. Marvelbet app is available for Android and iPhone users. It's a great betting platform for Indians, with easy and convenient deposit and withdrawal methods. You can also enjoy a wide variety of promotional offers, such as weekly cashback and rebates.


Sports betting apps are a major technological advancement in the world of gambling. They are designed to make it securely and easy for avid gamblers to place bets on their favorite sports on the go.
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 1.   Motivation.   Well, the idea was to come up with an application which could give me my location with the following riders. One cant access GPS, Internet connectivity is not available throughout and the battery power is limited. Therefore, one needs to use GSM BTS signals to find out ones location. But as you know, this requires a continuous Internet connection , as is done by Google when we use its network location feature. However, this is quite a drain on the battery. So I thought , why not have a local copy  of the location coordinates for the relevant BTSs in your phone SD card. And then, use triangulation and get the approximate location as google does. Further, why not just cache the maps and have a local store and use that instead of downloading maps at runtime. This would save on data usage and battery life. In the endeavour to accomplish the above I have made a humble beginning and have come out with an app  called Location finder and GSM Mapper . I have published it on the google android play store for free. Its not done yet , however, feel free to download and share your experiences.

Now coming to the app proper, it consists of the certain  fragments which are explained below. This is followed by some usage scenario in which this app can be used effectively. Note that, it is advised to change to 2G from 3G as the required LAC and CID data may not be obtained when in 3G mode. On startup you would get an alert as shown below regarding the same.

[image: ]

 



2.  Main

 [image: ]

The main fragment displays the operator details such as Mobile Country Code and Mobile Network Code . It would also tell you whether your present connection is 2G or 3G and further details such as GPRS/EDGE/HSPA etc.

The main fragments makes use of an app service which monitors basically two things. Firstly, any change in cell location and Secondly, any change in received signal strength.

Now change in cell location indicates a handoff, Cellular networks are composed of cells, each of which is capable of providing telecommunications services to subscribers roaming within them. Each cell can only serve up to a certain area and number of subscribers. Thus, when any of these two limits is reached, a handoff ensues. 

For instance, if a subscriber moves out of the coverage area of a particular cell while entering another, a handoff takes place between the two cells. The cell that served the call prior to the handoff is relieved of its duties, which are then transferred to the second cell. A handoff may also be triggered when the number of subscribers using a particular cell has already reached the cell’s maximum limit (capacity). 

Such a handoff is possible because the reach of the cell sites serving these cells can sometimes overlap. Thus, if a subscriber is within an overlapping area, the network may opt to transfer one subscriber's call to the cell involved in the overlap. 

Sometimes a handoff can take place even if no limit is breached. For example, suppose that a subscriber initially inside the jurisdiction of a large cell (served by an umbrella-type cell site) enters the jurisdiction of a smaller cell (one served by a micro cell). The subscriber can be handed off to the smaller cell in order to free up capacity on the larger one. 

When a  new BTS is encountered on a handoff , its location is queried from google database  and is stored in a local sqlite database residing in the phone's SD card. So as you go on using this app , that database is continuously getting  updated, and the end state would be, that you would  have the details for all the BTSs in your area of operation, something which opencellid project intends doing for the BTS of all the service providers world over and with database residing on the Internet. This app does something similar, the difference being , we are concentrating only on the service provider whose SIM we are using and the database is residing locally and being populated as we use the app.  However, I do plan to integrate this app with opencellid project in future.

Coming  back to the main fragment, the serving and neighbouring BTSs details such as Cell-ID, Location Area Code and Received Signal Strength(RSSI) are displayed. In case of 3G for neighbouring Cells the LAC and CID values are displayed as -1. This limitation is due to the  3G BTSs. This remains an open issue to be addressed.

From the above data regarding active and neighbouring Cells one can infer as to how many BTSs have been placed by your service provider in a given area. Further , the RSSI indicates how good the reception would be in that area. This has a direct bearing on the Data speed when using GPRS/EDGE/HSPA.

Using the star icon one can mark the BTS. An address can be associated with the BTS. To check the marked location go to the tab Marker Locations.



3.   Menu Options

   [image: ]

 The menu option  consists of the following submenu as elaborated below.



3.a   Delete   We keep a record of all the previous Cell ID, their location coordinates and corresponding address.These records can be deleted using this submenu.It is recommended to clear the history often as a large history takes time to render when changing fragments.

[image: ]



3.b   Settings    Using this submenu one can select the time interval for scanning the air for the required BTS signals when BTS scanning is enabled. You can also select the time interval for recording the location based on active BTS.  Lastly, to save on data usage , one can opt for recording only the Cell-ids when in recording mode. The location resolution will be done when rendering the route fragment thereby saving on precious battery life and cellular data usage.
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3.c   Services   Using this option one can start the background scanner for BTS signals or start a background service to record location based on active cell. Note that when you start either of the above services, we need to scan the air for the GSM signals. Now in Android when you phone is  in  sleep mode, the api when invoked by the user application will not give the required result. The OS has been designed such. Therefore, we need to bring the phone out of the sleep mode temporarily and again put it back to sleep. And in that time duration scan for the air waves.So you would see your phone come out of sleep mode(something which happens when you press the power button) exactly at the desired time interval ( selected in menu option above) and go back back to sleep within a second. Therefore, one can just lock the phone and yet it would alert/record location based on the mode selected. 

To provide user a feedback regarding BTS Scanner service running in the background, the app would vibrate for a very small duration at a periodic interval which is 1/10 of the BTS scanning time interval. So if you set Time periodicity for scanning BTS signals as 120 sec than the app would give a very short vibration every 12 sec to indicate the app is running. 
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3.d   About
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3.e   Database   To understand this we need to have a look at the database and the tables being maintained by this app. This app would create a directory LocationFinder in your SD card. In that folder there are two sqlitedb files which are created i.e LocationFinder_BTS_DB and LocationFinder_Time_BTS_DB.  Using any sqlitedb browser such as SQLite Manager available for free on Google Android Play Store one can see that LocationFinder_BTS_DB.sqlitedb contains two tables ie bts_data and location_data. bts_data contains the details for all the BTS which your phone has ever come in contact with when the app was running in foreground or background.location_data contains the details of the location which have been marked by you. LocationFinder_Time_BTS_DB contains the table timed_bts_data. This tables contains the cell-id and LAC and corresponding  location of active cells which are recorded when in recording mode.

[image: ]

Now a situation may arise that when using the app that  you don't have access to Internet. In that case the app just records the Cell-id and LAC value for the BTS. The corresponding values of location and address for the BTS can be fetched later from Google database using the first option ie Populate missing fields.

[image: ]

We are using google database for ascertaining the location and address of a BTS which is not so accurate.Google is constantly improving its database based on the inputs received when users use GPS data alongside google maps. So the second option i.e Re-populate Lat-Long and address has been given to refresh your  local sqlite database using the latest Database existing on google.
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3.f   Exit   This is to shut down the app completely. All background services will be stopped. 



4.  Serving Cell

This fragment displays the details (ie CID and LAC)  of the active cells to which the phone had been connected. As your phone does a handoff , the new BTS details are logged here. So  by viewing these details one gets an idea how often your phone does a  hand-off.
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5.  Lat-Long

This fragment displays the location  of the active cells to which the phone had been connected. As your phone does a handoff , the new BTS location is querried from google  using the cid and lac of the  BTS and the same is logged here. So  by viewing these details one gets an idea how you are traversing the globe. Although these details have been obtained from Google, however, they are not so accurate.

[image: ]

6.  Location

The lat-long values may not make much sense to you , therefore this feature has been added where one gets to know the approx address from the location coordinates. This api has been provided by google and is not that accurate.

[image: ]

7.   Map   Own location is depicted by [image: ] . The active cell is displayed by a text box having red background  and connected to present location using a red line. Neighbouring Cells is displayed using a text box having a green  background and connected to present location by a blue line. Those cells which are not connected to present location but are being displayed with either a green background on the google map are  the ones which were either active/neighbouring cells in the past.  On  long pressing anywhere on the map, the area would be marked using a circle with red circumference and it location would be displayed as a popup . On clicking any active/neighbouring cell its details are displayed which include its latitude,longitude,CID and LAC.  On clicking the popup  an address window would appear and the BTS would be marked with the address entered. As one moves, the handoffs can be seen in this fragment. 
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8.   BTS

This  fragments displays all the BTS whose location coordinates are available in the local sqlite database. All BTS have been coloured coded according to their CID value. Therefor two BTS having the  same CID but different LAC are displayed using the same background colour.This fragment can be used to mark a BTS by clicking the popup which in turn appears when you click the BTS marker. 
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9.  Marker Locations

To explain the functionality being offered by this tab , have a look at the screen shots of the Marker Location ,Main and BTS tab. The location marker is denoted by a star. The star has two states, the orange filled state indicates on and the inside blank is off. Incase a marker location for a BTS is on , this implies that, moment the app finds that particular BTS is either the active Cell or is one of the neighbouring Cell, an alarm would be sounded. The list of all markers , whether in on/off state is shown in the Marker Location Tab.  To mark a BTS, either use the Main tab  by clicking the Star icon or click the info window which appears when you click the BTS location text in BTS tab. On clicking ,you would be required to enter  the address for the marker which is displayed against it in the Marker Location Tab. To toggle the state of a marker i.e activate/deactivate a particular marker click the star icon To delete a marker click the cross icon. 
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10  Route

The idea here is to record the approximate location of your phone over a period of time using minimal amount of battery life .So we are making an approximation and taking the location of active BTS as your location. This location is recorded at regular time intervals, the time interval can be set by going to the preferences in the menu option. Further, one may not want to use the data connection while recording the location to save on battery/data usage. To avail this option, disable use of data connection during recording  by going to the preferences in the menu option. However, to display the route taken one needs to get the lat-long corresponding to the CID-LAC values of the recorded cells. For this , when you select the route tab, that is the time when the  app using your data connection would find the  location  coordinates for the recorded cells in the sqlite database.
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11.   BTS Database

[image: ]

As your cell moves through the coverage area of various BTSs, an active cell is selected based on the received signal strength. The latitude and longitude of those active BTS is found out using the google database. For this we use the CID and LAC of the BTS and using the active data connection, we query the google database. The result, which comprises of Latitude and Longitude of the BTS is saved in our local sqlite database. Therefore, any subsequent query for location of a BTS can be handled locally and does not require an active data connection.

Known issues: The google data base is not complete and correct.When I say not complete, is that for all BTSs , google does not have location coordinates.  I plan to give user an option to switch on his GPS and capture the missing data and use that as the location coordinates for those active BTS. Users can suggest any other options in the comments section below. When I say not correct, I mean  for certain CID and LAC values the Latitude and Longitude values returned by google are not correct. For example, for a BSNL(GSM Service provider in India) BTS having a CID 28591 and LAC 128 located in Bangalore,Karnataka,India  the location coordinates given by Google are for Gandhinagar,Gujarat,India. This is more clear when you see the BTSs from your local sqlite database plotted on a map in the  BTS fragment. I am working on it. I am planning to have a option using which one can blacklist such records in the local sqlite database. Users can suggest any other options in the comments section below.



12.   Some Usage Scenarios 

Take for example a scenario where you have boarded a train to go from station A to station B and return back the same way. Now while returning back  to Station A from station B how do you find out that the train is approaching the desired station ie station A. As you are indoors GPS would not work, further Google network location service requires you to have data connection, which may not work inside the train that well, due to electromagnetic shielding and further it is not accurate. Therefore to check whether your desired de-training station has come, one would have  to see out of the window and ascertain the same from the surroundings. However, with this app one can mark the desired stations Active/Neighbouring Cells while at station A and start the BTS Scanner when starting from station B. As a result, moment you approach station A the BTS scanner would pickup the signals from one of the marked BTS and would trigger the Alarm , indicating to you that you desired station is approaching. Similarly this app could be useful when travelling by bus. The other related advantage of this approach  is minimal battery drain as you are not using either data or GPS and only  relying on the BTS signals which as it is your phone is tracking in the background.

13.   Why and How to Activate Device Administrator ?   On installing the app you would be asked to activate Device Administrator  as shown below. This is required as we want to have the functionality to lock the phone screen to put the phone immediately into the sleep mode in order to save battery life. This screen will only be shown to you at startup.

 [image: ]

 Note that when you want to uninstall the app you would have to deactivate the app from the list of Device Administrator. 

Incase you press cancel on the above screen , the app would not be able to lock the screen and would not function properly. However, you can activate/deactivate Device Administrator feature for the app by going to the Settings -> Security - > Device administrators as shown below.

[image: ] [image: ] [image: ]

14.   Known Issues with the App

       On changing 2G to 3G or vice versa sometimes the app tends to malfunction. It is recommended to follow this sequence, firstly, exit the app , switch data connection and thereafter start the app. This restriction would be fixed in subsequent release.

Finally , my sincere endeavor is to   provide a free and user-friendly app , evolving with each passing day based on the feedback from users , feel free even to rate it as 1 star , provided you state a reason for the same. And I am conscious of the fact that in certain area the Internet connectivity is not all that good, so there would be never be any ads on this app which eat up Internet bandwidth.



Sponsored by betraja.in



Betraja.in is a leading mobile app development company in India with more than 500+ satisfied customers and 100% customer satisfaction rate.

We are one of the best betting app developers in India, providing high-quality services to our clients at affordable prices. Our team has over 10 years of experience in developing betting apps for Android, iOS, Windows Phone and Blackberry platforms.

With our expertise and knowledge we can help you build your dream app from scratch or even just fix bugs on your existing application! Contact us today to get started!

Download now for free by clicking this site - betraja.in
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